PE Kit/Jewellery
You need your PE kit in school at all times. Your set
PE day is Monday however sometimes we may do
extra activities where you need your kit. PE kit is:
white t-shirt, navy blue short, white socks and plimsolls/ trainers. In the winter, you should bring in a
tracksuit of a dark colour.
No jewellery is to be worn in school except a
watch. We advised in July that if you were intending
on getting your ears pierced, that this would be best
at the start of the school holiday to allow enough
time to heal before your return. As soon as this
healing time is over we expect earrings to be removed before coming to school. Please remember you
also need a hair band if you have long hair.
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Snacks / Water
Break time snacks need to be healthy please.
Remember to bring your water bottle in to school
every day so that you can drink during lesson time.

Morning Routine
You can arrive at school any time between 8.30 and
8.45am, coming straight into the classroom.
Finally…
We have had a very positive start to Year 3 and are
looking forward together at a fantastic year ahead.
Don’t forget to continue to hard work and play well
together :)
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Welcome to Year 3!
Your teachers are:
3V — Mr Vidler and Mrs Brackstone
3H —Miss Hillary and Mrs Evans
We have already been working really hard and
are very much looking forward to continue working with you all during this exciting year ahead!
This year, all the classes are celebrating excellent British authors as part of our reading and
topic work.
If you have any books by these authors, please
feel free to bring them in NAMED and they can
form part of our book corner!
3V - J.K.Rowling
3H – David Walliams
This year our topics will be:
Term 1 : Magic
Term 2 : Around the World in Eighty Days
Term 3 : Titanic
Term 4 : Space
Term 5 : MI5
Term 6 : Crime and Punishment
Equipment
It would be useful if you could have the
following for use at school:
A small pencil case (that fits in your tray!)
Pencils
A ruler
A rubber
Coloured pencils
A pencil sharpener
A painting apron (or old t-shirt)
Home / School Contact
You will be given another planner to use
during Year 3. Read the important
information in it with your parents at the beginning of term. It is really important that you
bring the planner to school every day. If your
parents have written a note to us, please show us
your planner in the morning.
There will be parents evenings during the year
where your teacher, parents and
yourself can discuss your progress.

Homework
As you know, all children at Regis Manor are
asked to read to an adult 4 times a week, and
this counts as part of your homework. Write
down the book title and pages that you have read
each day, then please ask your parents to sign
your planner at the end of the week; we are always interested to read their comments about
your reading. If you have a book at home that
you would like to use as a reading book, that is
fine. If not you can choose one from the book
corner.
We will be continuing the same style of home
learning this year. You will be given a
learning log and different tasks will be set at
the start of the term; you can choose your tasks
each week and earn points! We would like to
share a few examples each week of homework
tasks that have been produced by the children.
You will also have Mathletics tasks. You will have
time in school to do this but you can also complete them at home. Your parents can set up
their own account to see how well you are doing!
Spellings will be given out every Monday and
tested every Friday. Again there will be some
time in school to practise them, however we
would like to encourage children to also work on
them at home.
Do not stress about completing Topic homework
once a week. We know some of the tasks we have
given sometimes take a little bit longer to make
and therefore we know you will bring them in
once they are completed and looking fantastic!
To keep them looking smart, please do not write
or draw on the cover of any of your books.
Organisation
As you move into Year 3, we know that you are
starting to become more independent. Later on
you will need to take responsibility for remembering what you need for school and to hand
your homework in on time. If you lose something
that belongs to you, try lost property. If you
have tried really hard to look for something
yourself but still can’t find it, an adult will help.

